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Each workbook correlates to the correct core textbook. This workbook also includes chapter-by-chapter exercises on
theory topics needed for licensure planning.Includes fill-in-the-blank phrase review,matching exercises, and final review
examinations. This dietary supplement contains complete, interactive exercises designed to reinforce learning, and
increase student comprehension.
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The industry Standard Comprehensive and well written textbook. This is Not the complete book on a disc This disc only
offers certain things from the book but quizzes you for your chapter on the book.! It looks new besides the small wear on
the edges of the cover. Great for college Works great for my daughter in college Four Stars as described Great buy.! The
book is in great condition. They cover a lot of the same materials, however in different chapters and slightly different
wording, so it makes it really annoying (in addition to confusing to the college students) to instruct a combined course
the same curriculum from two different but similar texts.! Educational The book includes a lot of information to
understand. Awesome Buy! My older book from 1992 I've tossed to the side. Bought it used, so it was included with
some markings as the pictures indicate but nothing at all for me to cry over due to the purchase price I paid . Milady's
Standard Cosmetology 2008: Theory Workbook (Paperback) We purchased this Milady textbook to greatly help me study
to attain my goal of becoming a locks stylist. I highly recommend that in the event that you choose this text message,
you buy the other accompanying books also (examination review, practice workbook, etc.) I studied this textbook while
at my sisters salon (where I possibly could see other stylists reducing/shaping hair).I came across the reading to end up
being very interesting. There is definitely information about hair that a person would never even think about. The reading
was very easy to understand, and I can appreciate that fact quite definitely.I have yet to take the examination/test to
obtain my license, so I hope this series can help me achieve my goal. Once I consider the exam, I'll compose another
review on what useful these Milday texts are when it comes to obtaining licenses! I teach cosmetology and barbering in
a combined class. I found the videos very helpful but an instructor is so much more helpful because you can ask them
questions plus they can tell you if you are doing it right or wrong. Happily refreshing my mind Love this book. Got it used
Great buy. Five Stars Great buy! I only want the editors coordinated this with Miladys Barbering textbook. The within,
looks 100% fresh. This book helped me pass my state board exam
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